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The Canadian Bar Association (CBA) has named Stage2Data, a cloud solution provider, as
the most recent addition to its group of preferred suppliers.
In making the joint announcement, Stage2Data CEO Jeff
Collier said, “As a 100% Canadian company, we are proud
to have been chosen as the preferred vendor for
customized cloud solutions for the Canadian Bar
Association. We are pleased to bring exclusive pricing to the
CBA membership and to introduce our full suite of products
tailored specifically to the legal industry including disaster
recovery as a service, infrastructure as a service and proven
backup solutions.”

CBA seeks out third party
offerings that are practical,
relevant and economical.
Stage2Data's product line
will assist our members
with their online disaster
recovery, infrastructure and
back-up needs
JOHN HOYLES, CBA CEO

In the same announcement, CBA CEO John Hoyles said, “As
a member service organization, the CBA seeks out third party offerings that are practical,
relevant and economical. Stage2Data’s product line will assist our members with their online
disaster recovery, infrastructure and back-up needs.”
Stage2Data offers tailored cloud solution packages including cloud hosting, backup and
disaster recovery. “We deliver the highest level of confidentiality, security and the availability
lawyers and legal professionals require,” adds Jeff Collier.
“Services include end-to-end encryption, 24/7 availability of data and full Canadian hosting
with 99.999% uptime,” says Jeff Collier. “As well, our team will help educate and inform the
membership of the importance of data protection and cloud options.”
Stage2Data will participate in the trade show at the 2015 CBA Legal Conference in Calgary
Aug. 14-16. “The show represents our first opportunity to meet CBA members and create
awareness of our product, pricing and offers. We invite everyone to meet our team at booth
117 this August.” adds Jeff Collier.
Stage2Data is fully Canadian owned and operated. It brings over 60 years of experience in
data protection and a proven suite of cloud products and services.
The CBA is dedicated to support for the rule of law, and improvement in the law and the
administration of justice. Some 36,000 lawyers, notaries in Quebec, law teachers, and law
students from across Canada are members.
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